Mock Tests for AIEEE

By Vikas Jain & DK Jha

This book caters to all those who aspire to crack the

engineering entrance examinations. The book provides

solved AIEEE papers as well as mock tests which would of
great help for students.

Globalisation and Development
By Sunanda Sen

This book explains the actual implications of contemporary

globalisation for developing countries and for various
sections of the people in these countries. A slim and handy

volume that explores the impact of new technology across
nations.

Cambridge- Business Vocabulary in Use
(Intermediate)
By Bill Mascull

This book accompanied by CD provides good
communication skills to students of business and economics

on a variety of topics. Moreover the content has been made
interesting with the help of puzzles, stories and
conversation.

India’s Foreign Policy
Since Independence
By V P Dutt

In an easy and lucid style the book examines some of the
critical phases in the evolution of Indias foreign policy as

well as motivation and challenges it has faced under various
Prime ministers.

MANTO – Selected Short Stories
By Salman Rushdie
Translated by Aatish Taseer

Aatish Taseers sensitive translation captures the lyricism

and power of one of the greatest short story writer of the
Indian subcontinent Saadat Hasan Manto in a very lucid
manner.

What Happened

By Jagdish Joshi
Translated by Kaveri Joshi

A story of cheeku a monkey and his friends who needs
advice of the elephant whenever in trouble.

Nectar in a Sieve

By Kamala Markandaya

An international best seller to mesmerize the readers with
its beautiful Indian countryside imagines.

Luka And The Fire Of Life
By Salman Rushdie

In describing the book Rushdie has said that he had turned
to the world of video games for inspiration as he wrote this

book for his teenaged son. Hope our young readers find it
equally captivating.

A Damsel In Distress

By P.G. WODEHOUSE

A must read by all to get the true flavour of English
Literature. A twist in the title gives it an interesting ring to
catch a booklovers attention.

Khan Al-Khalili

By Naguib Mahfouz

This novel portrays the clash of old and new in the historic
city of cairo.

World Famous – Short Stories
By Classic Masters

A collection of stories from Poe to Conyan Doyle with its
crispness and catchy titles.

Daddy-Long-Legs
By Jean Webster

Recommended by CBSE its a delightful read written in a
unique format of a series of letters and the story captivates
ones imagination till the very end.

Tigers For Dinner – (Tall Tales)
By Ruskin Bond
Illustrated by Sunaina Coelho

Mehmoud a cook in Jim Corbett has a tall tale for every
occasion, from wrestling with a cobra in his bed to when a
tiger came looking for the cook, these stories leave little
Ruskin spellbound.

Tik-Tik, The Master Of Time
By Musharraf Ali Farooqi

Story of a boy Tik-tik who wants to grow faster than
his enemy Dum-Dum a cat. So he sets off with his grandpa
on an adventure to find a solution to his problems.

A Handbook of Literary Terms

By M.H.Abrams, Geoffrey Harpham

A book that defines and discusses terms, critical theories
and point of view commonly applied in critical literary
analysis.
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Dinosaurs – Myths And Facts

By Umesh Behari Mathur, Neera Mathur

Human Body Encyclopedia
By Steve Parker

This book provides astounding facts about the different
organ systems with beautiful illustartions and pictures.

Chemistry In Our Life

By Biman Basu

Earth’s Changing Climate
By Biman Basu

Heretic to Hero
Galileo Galilei- Rebel Astronomer
By T V Venkateswaran

Tools of Astronomy
How they transferred our view of the
Universe
By Biman Basu

Global Warming And Health

By Alok Mukherjee

Integral Calculus

By Vinay Kumar

In continuation to Calculus, this book extends to anti

derivatives. It majorly covers indefinite and definite
integration ,area under the curve and differential equations.

Differential Calculus

By Vinay Kumar

This book talks of different topics of calculus like limits, continuity,

differentiability, application of derivatives and monotonicity.It gives
us detailed information covering the CBSE level for classes XI and
XII.

Photoshop CS5
In Simple Steps

By KOGENT Learning Solutions Inc.

Programming with Java
A Primer (Fourth Edition)
By E Balagurusamy

Microsoft Visual Basic 2010
By Michael Halvorson

Understanding Pointers in C

By Yashwant Kanetkar

बनवास

उषा

The Great Works Of
Rabindra Nath Tagore

By Rabindra Nath Tagore

The name itself certifies the merit of the book. Aimed at
young readers the book has a selection of some of Tagore's
best short stories.

The Rainmakers and other stories
By Vinay Kumar

Intrepid young men and women, foolish animals, the antics
of tricksters, all these and more in this wonderful retelling of
folk stories.

Quaid-e-Azam
MUHAMMAD ALI JINNAH
By Dinar Joshi

A life history of a man who could not stay with his family,

remarriage at the age of 44 with a 18 year old parsee girl, got

separated within 6years and the girl committed suicide. He

ended up his relationship with his only daughter since she

married to a non-muslim. A brand ambassador of HinduMuslim community used to say that he is first an Indian

than a Muslim. This book compels one to think that whether
he was a great man or not.

Osama Bin Laden

By Thomas R.Mockaitis

A biography of a man whose life started in saudi society in
the 1960’s and 70’s to his religious conversion, his
emergence as a Jihadi leader,his horrifying terrorist attacks
and his near mythic status in parts of the Muslim world
today.

NANO

By Robin Cook

After a tumultuous year in which her mentor is murdered and her
estranged father comes back into her life, Pia Grazdani, the
embattled medical student from Death Benefit, decides to take a year
off from her medical studies and escape New York City. Intrigued by
the promise of the burgeoning field of medical technology and the
chance to clear her head in the cool air of Colorado, Pia takes a job at
Nanobots, a lavishly funded, security-conscious nanotechnology
institute in the picturesque foothills of the Rockies. Nanobots is
ahead of the curve in the competitive world of molecular
manufacturing, including the construction of microbivores, tiny
nano robots with the ability to gobble up viruses and bacteria.

The Oath of the Vayuputras
By Shiva Trilogy

The Oath of the Vayuputras is the final book of the Shiva
Trilogy. In the earlier books of the trilogy, Shiva finds out
that the Nagas are not his enemies and joins hands with
them to reach the root of all evil. This book will have answers
to ‘the Neelkanth’s’ questions about his fate, the choices he
made previously and karma.

The Dalai Lama’s CAT
By Divid Michie

This is the warm-hearted tale of a small kitten rescued from the slums

of New Delhi who finds herself in a beautiful sanctuary with sweeping

views of the snow-capped Himalayas. In her exotic new home, the
Dalai Lama's cat encounters Hollywood stars, Buddhist masters, Ivy-

league professors, famous philanthropists, and a host of other people
who come visiting His Holiness. Each encounter offers a fresh insight
into finding happiness and meaning in the midst of a life of busy-ness

and challenge. Drawing us into her world with her adorable but alltoo-flawed personality, the Dalai Lama's cat discovers how instead of
trying to change the world, changing the way we experience the world
is the key to true contentment. Featuring a delightful cast of

characters, timeless Buddhist wisdom, and His Holiness's compassion
pervading every chapter, The Dalai Lama's Cat is simply enchanting.

Phonics Sing-Along
Flip Chart & CD
By Teddy Slater

Early Concepts Sing-Along
Flip Chart & CD
By Teddy Slater

Nursery Rhyme
Flip Chart

By Teddy Slater

ABC Sing-Along
Flip Chart & CD
By Teddy Slater

Phonemic Awareness Activities
For Early Reading Success
By Wiley Blevins

Phonics & Fluency Practice
With Poetry

By Timotby V.Rasinoki, William H. Rapley,
William Dec Nicbol

